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QOTD
That which does not kill
me will surely
make me stronger.
Friedrich Nietzsche
philosopher

Emotion Explored
How does it feel to fail? Stop and think about it right now. Bring to mind a situation
in which you failed. How did it feel? Write down the emotions you experienced
then…and now. Did your HR go up? Can you feel your blood pressure rise? What
else?
Now, and most important, what did you learn from that failure? Did you quit and
avoid that thing ever since? I hope not. Write down what you learned. Write down
what you did to fix the failure. What happened the next time? How did that feel?
I think we are conditioned to avoid failure (or talking about it when it happens). We
avoid criticism because it injures our fragile egos.
It’s time to embrace failure and criticism. Use them to get better.
It’s popular nowadays to hear “failure is not an option.”
Nonsense!
Failure is one of the best tools for learning. It hurts because it matters. Embrace the
emotions, experience them, learn from them.
And try again.
And again.
Send me an email: Jason@insperoteam.com
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Treatment Performance
Update: 3 weeks of healing.
The provisionals were made from a waxup and then cut back in the areas of surgery as is
quite evident in pic 1. You can see the stain at the junction of the buildup and tooth on the
molar (he is using peridex). The non-resorbable sutures were in longer than ideal. He was
experiencing some minor cold response at tooth #13. Otherwise, everything was feeling
great, and he reported positively to having front teeth with which he could function again.
Sutures were removed and he was instructed on the use of go-betweens everywhere they
would fit. Next up = final preps and impressions of the upper arch (in October).

Provisionals made of Nice
Temp (safco) with some custom
staining with Kerr Kolor Plus.
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Share your thoughts with me: Jason@insperoteam.com
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Mindset…

The FLOW mindset continued.

Have you heard of Post Traumatic
Growth (PTG)? This is the tendency
to emerge from a traumatic event
better than previously. Let’s talk about
how to cultivate a disposition towards
thriving after trauma:

PTG

Tedeschi and Calhoun coined the
concept in the mid-90’s. They found
five factors that had influence on how
someone responded to trauma.
Personal Strength – how optimistic are
you about yourself and the conditions
surrounding the event?
Close Relationships – More intimate
relationships positively correlate with
over coming trauma more effectively.
Greater Appreciation for Life – having
gratitude (we’ve talked a lot about this
through the newsletter issues).
New Possibilities – an ability to see the
options to thrive out of adversity.
Spiritual Development – This has to do
with how content you are personally
(emotionally and mentally).

PTSD

How do you cultivate a PTG disposition?
Expressive writing has been found to be
of help in a positive shift.
Block 15 minutes per day for 4 days in a
row.
At the start of the 15 minutes begin
writing about anything that comes up
related to your trauma, thoughts, feelings,
secrets…anything.
Don’t stop writing until the end.
At the end of the 4 days, go back and
read through what you’ve written and see
how the feelings have changed. For more
on expressive writing, look up
Pennebaker and Smyth.

Share your story with me: Jason@insperoteam.com
Or on our FB page: Inspero Team | Facebook
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Buena Vista, CO to Beaver Creek, CO
August 1-6, 2022
8 years older and much less trained; we weren’t sure what was going to happen.
We did this event in 2013 and 2014 when we were hot and heavy in triathlon
training. Now, we are only a few months into restarting training after quite a bit
of time off. The point was to treat this as a big training week in preparation for
The Rut weekend coming up in September. It was also meant to be a fun week
in the mountains doing some hard things!
We flew into Denver on Friday, July 29th. The TransRockies shuttle crew was
there to meet us. Four shuttle vans packed with people and gear headed for
Buena Vista, CO.
The TranRockies Run started in
2007 with a slightly different
Route. In 2008 it was modified
To very close to the existing 6
Day trail run. They call it
Summer camp for Adults.
Our early arrival allowed us to
Enjoy the little town of Buena
Vista for a couple days before the
Festivities were to begin. The
Highlights – Buena Viking and
Deerhammer Distilling.
Keep reading on the next page…
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Day 1.
Start and finish at the Surf Hotel next to the Arkansas River in Buena Vista. A new
20.6-mile loop. 2000 feet gained. The first few miles were on pavement to get
through town and onto the trail. This allowed the 450 runners to separate into
their respective paces. Once the trails started it was up and down on a mix of jeep
road and singletrack. The morning was perfect for a run, but we knew it was going
to heat up. Our plan for the day (and the week) was to jog the flats, walk the
uphills, and run the downhills. Even though we felt good we still walked the uphills
(mostly). Each checkpoint was stocked with GU products (gels, waffles, fruit, pb&j,
among other things). We used the checkpoint aid stations to refill water and stop
for a minute. The final checkpoint was at 12.5 miles. From there it was mostly
downhill to the finish. Mostly fun. There were a few miles on a gravel road that
had a pretty good suck factor – it was heating up and the long, flat, steady
pounding adds up for me. I enjoyed about 14 of the 20.5 miles. Happy with the
finish and the body felt good. A short shuttle ride to The Meadows where we
snagged our bags and selected a tent. Eat, shower, chill, and get ready for Day 2.

To continue reading, click the pic.
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NEW
Small Group Doctor Retreat!
RESCHEDULED…Spring 2023.

RLF&A
Emotional Intelligence
November 3-5, 2022
March 2023
www.frazeronline.com

Do you know someone that would enjoy our
monthly newsletter? Share this link with them:
Newsletter
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The End

